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MiklÃ¡s Langley, who has taught on John's team, had never heard of Crank or its music, and because the music to the soundtrack was still under copyright, the band was forced to write a completely new song. "We had to rewrite the whole thing and on the day they were recording it was about 6 am in the morning," Langley said. "It was the first time I ever saw them just so tired and exhausted, so I thought
it was kind of raw and that was going to be part of the song." This is a very good, bright clean modern sounds in a perfect mix. And it's a great little track, he has added the vocals late which is a mistake but that's my opinion only. I also Liked this a lot and I'm really looking forward to the full album. You can Buy the Full Album through here for just 5.29 Euros, which is a bargain! Hope you like it!

Amazing Machine: Carnation: Francis In The Red Or Blue Dress: My style is Jack 40, Skulls, Suede and Naff. The Roots/Chuck D, Tribe Called Quest, Big Daddy Kane,etc. -I've Been In The 'Grave Over A Decade, I prefer The late 80's to the late 90's(Loud) and if there's anything else I'd love to hear it so if there's anything I don't know of or haven't heard, let me know. All these videos are for
entertainment purposes.If you like my Style, then feel free to support me by Sharing my STYLE and Social networking media. ADD ME ON: 3e33713323
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